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Class 3 have been working really hard this week.
In numeracy the children have been tackling tricky problems involving equivalent fractions. They have been using shapes and fractional walls to help them.
In literacy the children wrote some fantastic letters from the character in our book and
are now working on setting descriptions.
The children are enjoying ‘The Arrival’ and this week they have been having their own
group discussions about the book.
The year fours had a great morning with the Niddology group. They went on a walk down
to the cricket field and had to try and spot birds using pictures. They looked at how many
birds they saw altogether and then found out which was the most common bird.

News From Class 2

Not only have the children been working hard in school but out of school Beth, Carmen,
Ellie and Maisie have all received medals and certificates for their fantastic dancing.

We have had a very busy week this week in Class 2. We have been looking at fractions in
numeracy and we have been identifying the past tense, present tense and future tense in
literacy.
We have been looking at different religious symbols and talking about what they all mean.
In geography we have been learning about the names of all the different oceans and continents. We have also been talking about the different animals that are native to each continent and learning to identify where the continents are on the globe. The children are really
enjoying this topic and have done some really good work in their topic books.
Some of our year 2 children attended the infant agility festival at the high school on Thursday. They had lots and lots of fun and their behaviour was a credit to school.
We have made some wonderful new displays in our classroom about superheroes, about our
science topics to do with light and dark, and we have put up a selection of our shape poetry
to do with sea creatures. Please come and look at the brilliant work the children have done!

News From Class 1
What a week it’s been! I don’t even know where to begin…. I do know that the children in Class 1
have been amazing and I could not be prouder of them. I would happily have every man, woman
and their dog come and see Class 1 because they are absolutely smashing! Their behaviour and
manners are impeccable. They show a desire to learn and ooze positively which is incredibly contagious! Now that the madness has calmed down and we can reflect, I am so proud to work at
Glasshouses school with our caring and beautiful (inside and outside) headteacher who creates an
ethos for children to be themselves in a safe and happy environment.
Our week started with our seasonal walk to the Dam to feed the ducks. We were looking for the
signs of winter. The children enjoyed jumping in puddles and squelching in the mud. The ducks
also enjoyed getting fat on our bread! Thank you to the parents who came on our walk with us. It
wouldn’t have gone ahead without your help so thank you. The children came back to school and
wrote a fantastic wintery description that you will find on display along with their art work. We
have also enjoyed adding and subtracting with plastic ducks this week (there’s a theme this
week!) Using the ducks to create a real life bar model really helped us understand what the problem was asking us to do. Some of our Receptions also enjoyed playing ’hook a duck’ and could add
the total number of ducks in the pond. We also had a lot of fun today for our French Day. The
children have been learning the names of mini beasts in French and have enjoyed playing games
such as corners and have even made croissants for snack. We are getting more confident to have
a go at speaking French too :)

